Massacre of More Koreans in Japan Brought to Light

Hundreds of Refugees Are Mowed Down With Machine Gun at Summit

Stories of the massacre of more Koreans in Japan are fast becoming common. A letter from a Korean in Honolulu to the Hawaiian Press states that one hundred Korean refugees seeking protection in Honolulu were mowed down with machine gun, not rifles, at a point between the two towns.

The letter states that there was no resistance from the Koreans. The refugees were taken from their homes on the outskirts of the city. The massacre was carried out by police and soldiers.

Chinese Students Alliance Going Very Strong This Year

The Chinese Students' Union in Hawaii is going strong and appears to be the nucleus of the student body. This is one of the leaders of the Chinese students who have been interviewed by the police. The union is very active and has a great deal of enthusiasm among its members. Almost every Saturday night a meeting is held in its office to discuss matters affecting the Chinese students.

Already two monthly meetings of the Students' Union have been held, and a great deal of enthusiasm has been displayed. That Mr. Angeline Lee, Leader of the Chinese Students in Hawaii, is at the head of the union is a matter of common knowledge. In the last two years, the union has steadily grown in numbers and influence.

The Chinese Students' Union is the result of the cooperation of several Chinese students who have banded together to further their own interests. They have made it clear that they are not afraid to fight for their rights and that they will not allow any interference with their activities.

Many Professing Youths Seek Education in L.A.

Many of the younger generation of Chinese students are leaving Hawaii for the mainland in order to seek education. A number of them are going to the University of California, Los Angeles, where they can receive a proper education. Some of them are going to the University of California, Berkeley, and others are going to other universities.

One of the leaders of the Chinese Students' Union, Mr. Angeline Lee, is going to the University of California, Los Angeles, to study law. He hopes to become a lawyer and to fight for the rights of the Chinese students.

Mass Meeting of Local Korean Students Called to Effect the Necessary Work of Unity

Delegates from Four Student Societies Meet Saturday To Discuss the Possibility and Lay Out Plans for Coming Big Event

It May Mark the Turning Point of Student Destiny; Vast Crowd Expected at Meeting

Dr. Leeblick's Lecture Inspires New Vision To Young Koreans

"As students, we are building the future of our country and it is important for each of us to play a part in making it a better place. The Korean Student Federation is working hard to accomplish this goal. We are looking forward to our big event on November 11th, which will bring together all of the different groups and allow us to plan for the future."

Korean League for Unity and Solidarity have a reputation for being stronger and more united than ever before. This is because of the recent events that have occurred in the region. The Korean League for Unity and Solidarity has been working hard to bring together all of the different groups and to plan for the future.

A lecture by Dr. Leeblick is to be held at the University on Saturday, which will inspire the students to continue their efforts. The lecture will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the University. The students are looking forward to it and are confident that it will be a success.

"We are looking forward to the lecture and believe that it will be a great success. We are confident that it will inspire the students to continue their efforts and that it will be a turning point for our movement."

Local News in Brief

Here are the results, as of the municipal election held on November 6. For Mayor, John H. Wilson (Dem.), for City Council, J. P. Rees (Dem.), for County Commissioner, John J. O'Brien (Dem.).

For the school board, William M. Keating (Rep.), Harry Platner (Rep.), and James A. O'Brien (Rep.).

Curtain Call: The curtain was rung on the annual United Way Campaign by announcement made by the committee in charge of the work. Walter F. W. Connolly (Rep.), who has been appointed chairman of the board, said at the opening of the campaign that the fund drive is a success.

Preparations for celebration of Arbor Day begin on November 12 are complete, and a copy of the program for the day's activities is on display everywhere.

"The fun has been chosen, and plans formalized for the annual United Way Campaign. The announcement made by the committee in charge of the work. Walter F. W. Connolly (Rep.), who has been appointed chairman of the board, said at the opening of the campaign that the fund drive is a success."
OPEN FORUM

Dear Editor,

Whatever the outcome of Sunday's special convention, the delegates will be called upon to do something that has never been done by the United States of America. They will be called upon to break the precedent of the past and to elect a Negro to the position of President of the United States of America.

No one can expect and we have no right to expect a broken precedent in the nation of the free. The country has broken too many unimportant precedents in the past. We cannot expect that this will be any different.

Materialism

Its Bearing Upon Korean People.

BY YOUNG D. HAIK

Harvard University.

Materialism is responsible for the changes and the fall of modern civilization. One an exception and we have to review our history. Assume that a theory which is taught and is accepted as a truth should be the center of its effect. When we look through the two phases of materialism we see that the one is constructive and the other is destructive. The constructive one is based on the acquisition of property and wealth and the destructive one on the destruction of property and wealth.

The other is that destructive forces when it begins to work causes a change in the morals of the people. The Negroes and the Chinese are the two examples of the people that are affected by the destructive materialism.

We shall have to think that materialism at any kind of instance is a misuse of our efforts. Look through the eyes of a million years, and do not see the arts, sciences, and civilization of any period has been brought forth from the misuse of the materialism. We agree that arts, sciences and all that goes to make a man a man is only from the phase of materialism which we have in this nation.

We are at the present a nation of destructive materialism by the leaders of every nation, blaming the hate war and the destruction of Western culture. And the growth of this destructive materialism, Materialism, which becomes more dangerous and destructive than the one phase of materialism in which the people are driven with materialism to the moral and social welfare of the people. It is very important to know how to protect the people from the destructive materialism.

Here we have to think that whenever we think the cause of all the trouble and find we are not involved in it just by the fact of being a nation, then the problem of the destructive materialism is more dangerous than the one phase of materialism.

We have to think that we cannot be saved from the destructive materialism unless we can change the destructive materialism to the constructive one.

As we said before, how to protect the people from the destructive materialism is the fact that we have to think that the people will be saved from the destructive materialism unless we can change the destructive materialism to the constructive one.

Unsung Deads Honored in Memorial Service.

These hearts draped in mourning pall equals ten thousand in number. It is not only the grief of Koreans of Hawaii held a memorial service for the deceased of the hundreds of Koreans who died in the War of Japan, but also the grief of the occasion at the Fort Street Presbyterian Church. At the beginning, another ceremony observed the 24th anniversary of the National Association headquarters, which is a survival of the memories of the three thousand students who died in the 1930's. The occasion was marked by the National Association headquarters which was the same as the other Pennsylvania service that flourished with many different groups of people in Hawaii, each of which has an intimate association with the three thousand students who died in the 1930's.